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Who am I?

I Master student from KIT
I Just finished Summer Student (with CMS Muon POG about

HLT and L1 trigger)
I Will be around for roughly one year, mainly working from

Karlsruhe
I Working on deep-learning integration in TMVA
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Why do we want third-party packages in TMVA?

Tensorflow whitepaper, 2015
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http://download.tensorflow.org/paper/whitepaper2015.pdf


Why do we want third-party packages in TMVA? (2)

I Huge community which results in stable software (Theano,
Tensorflow, . . . )

I Field of machine learning changes rapidly; hard to keep pace,
e.g., with Google Deepmind

I Staying up-to-date without implementing functionality by
yourself

I High benefit with low maintenance
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Keras Implementation

I Keras: High-level API for Theano and Tensorflow
I Done so far: Binary classification is fully working

Why Keras?
I Tensorflow and Theano are low-level APIs, needs profound

knowledge about deep learning to use
I Supports Theano and Tensorflow at once (leading

deep-learning frameworks)
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Details: Defining model

I Configuration strings are not suitable for complex models
I Model is defined in Python file, which is parsed to YAML

model definition (Keras feature)

Example Python code (3-layer feed-forward network):

model = Sequential()
model.add(Dense(num_hidden_nodes, init='uniform',

activation='relu', input_dim=num_input_nodes,
W_regularizer=l2(1e-4)))

model.add(Dense(num_output_nodes, init='uniform',
activation='softmax'))

with open('model.yml', 'w') as f:
f.write(model.to_yaml())

That’s all!
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Details: Model definition
Model definition model.yml produced by Python file:

keras_version: 1.0.6
class_name: Sequential
config:
- class_name: Dense

config:
W_constraint: null
W_regularizer: {l1: 0.0, l2: 0.01}
activation: relu
activity_regularizer: null
b_constraint: null
b_regularizer: null

...

You don’t need to look at this during the workflow, though
it’s easily readable!
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Details: Import model in TMVA

I Book method as usual with model definition model.yml as
parameter

factory->BookMethod(dataloader,
TMVA::Types::kPyKeras, "PyKeras",
"H:!V:VarTransform=D,N:FilenameModel=model.yml:\
Optimizer=SGD:NumEpochs=20:BatchSize=32:\
LearnRate=0.01");

Acceleration, e.g., for Theano:
I GPU: Just run export THEANO_FLAGS=device=gpu, works

out of the box if CUDA is installed
I CPU: Use export THEANO_FLAGS='openmp=True' to use
OpenMP (done by default if more than one core is detected)
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Coming features

I DONE: Training on pre-trained models (picking up weights
from file)

I DONE: Storing only the weights with lowest validation error
(and not simply the weights after a fix numer of epochs)

I Regression
I Multi-class classification
I Training with sample weights (directly supported by Keras)
I Pre-training methods, stacked training
I Suggestions?
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Outlook

I On top follows application on analysis and evaluation of
systematics

I Further suggestions for deliverables or comments on
presented ideas are very welcome
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